ILSAC Minutes, 11/17/2016

Ongoing

1. BNA MARC records for Law were loaded, Lucinda is investigating other MARC records for Law
2. Computer book collection
   a. Thanks to James for bringing these to the group, their records have been updated, Joann is physically processing.
3. Writing Collection
   a. Thanks to James and Alana for selecting and pulling these titles, they are awaiting physical processing in Cataloging.
4. Early English Books microform – Reels after 2468 not on shelf
   a. I’ve inserted a link to request the item via interlibrary loan if not available on the shelf
5. Harvesting ETD - Several hundred loaded.
   a. Elizabeth – any thoughts on timeline for retroactive record completion?
6. Vendor/platform-specific 856s in periodical bib records have been replaced with a link to the Serials Solutions resource page.
   a. Questions / concerns?
   b. Have you encountered any records that need this link?
7. Inventory Project – THANKS to CM for completing mc12 / mc20 !!
   a. 2 new item record “item status” codes created: ‘x’ – CM REVIEW and ‘u’ - SEC INVENTORIED; NOT FOUND
   b. 156 mc12 items not inventoried between 8/1-11/15/16, status available, not suppressed, last checkout was before 1/1/15. Shall I mark these as ‘u’ section inventoried; not found?
8. Update re: shifting and transfers?

New

9. Serials check-in cards being deleted - James
   a. b13277170 an example